You can do something about the Holocaust!

The Survivor Mitzvah Project
2658 Griffith Park Blvd., Ste. #299
Los Angeles, CA 90039

The Survivor Mitzvah Project
A humanitarian effort dedicated to helping elderly and forgotten Holocaust Survivors.

Mission Statement

The Survivor Mitzvah Project is dedicated to providing financial aid to those elderly and forgotten Jewish Holocaust Survivors who are sick, impoverished, isolated and receive no direct financial aid from any other agency. Their families and communities destroyed by the Nazis, they struggle to survive in their few remaining years, lacking the means to buy even the most basic of human necessities: food, medicine, heat and shelter. Most live alone in harsh conditions. Our project, by bringing help quickly and directly to these survivors, helps ensure that they may live out their last years with some measure of comfort, support and dignity.

100% of every donation goes directly into the hands of an elderly Holocaust Survivor.

213-622-5050
www.survivormitzvah.org

“Who saves one life, saves the world entire.”
Time is running out!
You can do something about the Holocaust!
Bring aid, medicine, hope and friendship to an elderly Holocaust Survivor today.

www.survivormitzvah.org

“You have become like my own family...
I await your letters as a gift from destiny.”

“There is no way I can thank you.
What you send is priceless.
I am no longer alone in my apartment,
the letter with your photograph is on my table.”

“I kiss all of you for helping us.”

“I received your letter and the money.
I cried all day because I was so happy.”

“Even in your most vivid dreams you can’t imagine how
much of the elixer of life there is for me in your letters.”

“Your letter for me is like a little ray of sunshine in the darkness.”

“Thank you, I am sitting and crying that total
strangers are taking care of me.
Thank you so much.”
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